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SUb24ARY

An investigation was conducted to evaluate the possibilities
of utilizing the high-performance characteristics of triptane and
xylidines blended with 28-R fuel in order to increase fuel economy
by the use of high compression ratios and maximum-economy spark
setting.

Full-scale single-cylinder knock tests were run with 200 B.T.C.
and maximum-economy spark settings at compression ratios of 6.9,
8.0, and 10.0, and with two inlet-air tem;)eratures. The fuels tested
consisted of triptane, four triptane and one xylidines blend with
28-R, and 28-R fuel alone.

At a fuel-air ratio of 0.065, 20-percent triptane blended with
28-R fuel gave increases in knock-limited indicated power ranging
from 4 to 28 percent relative to 28-R fuel; and 3-percent xylidines
blended with 28 -R gave increases ranging from -4 to 37 percent. The
maximum observed increase was 76 percent. This increase was obtained
with 100-percent triptane at a compression ratio of 10.0 and an inlet-
air temperature of 150 0 F. This value would probably have been
exceeded if 100-percent triptane had been knock-tested at a lower
compression ratio.

In general, the knock-limited performance of the xylidines blend
was affected more by changes in severity of engine operating condi-
tions than the 20-percent triptane blend and relative to 28-R fuel
the knock-limited performance of both blends was less favorable as the
severity of engine operating conditions was raised by increases in
compression ratio, inlet-air temperature, and spark setting.
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Indicated specific fuel consumption at lean mixtures was decreased
approximately 17 percent at a compression ratio of 1.0.0 and maximum-
economy spark setting, as compared to that obtained with a compression
ratio of 6.9 and normal spark setting.

IT en compression ratio was increased from 6.9 to 10.0 at an
inlet-air temperature of 1500 F. normal spark setting, and a fuel-
air ratio of 0.065, 55-percent triptane was required with 28-R fuel
to maintain the knock-limited brake power level obtained with
28-R fuel_ at a compression ratio of 6.9. Brake specific fuel con-
sumption was decreased 17.5 percent at a compression ratio of 10.0
relative to that obtained at a compression ratio of 6.9. Approxi-
mately similar results were noted at an inlet-air temperature of
2500 F.

For concentrations up through at least 20 percent, triptane can
be mc-_e efficiently used at normal than at maximum-economy spark
setting to maintain a constant lu-iock-limited power output over the
range of compression ratios tested.

INTRODUCTION

Previous experimental investigations conducted by the American
Petroleum Institute and other organizations have shown that triptane
(2,2,3-trimethylbutane) is of high quality for use in aviation fuels.
In the past, however, triptane has been limited in supply and con-
sidered too expensive for general use in aviation fuel. Recent
developments in production methods have made triptane available in
sufficient quantities for extended experimental work. At the request
of the Air Materiel Command, Army Air Forces, an investigation has
been conducted at the uTACA Cleveland laboratory to evaluate triptane
as a component of an improved grade of aviation fuel. The program
consisted of knock-limited tests conducted on several engines including
small-scale and full-scale singlo-cylinder engines and multicylinder
engines on torque stands and in fl i ght. The results of work completed
on this program are reported in references 1 to 14.

Data were obtained on a full-scale R-2600-13 cylinder that show
the possibilities of utilizing the high performance characteristics
of triptane to allow knock-free operation at high compression ratios
and maximum-economy spark setting with the accompanying lower specific
fuel consumptions. High-perforroa.nce fuels consisting of triptane,
four triptane and one xylidines blend with 26-R, and 28-R fuel alone
were tosted at normial and maximum-economy spark setting, compression
ratios of 6.9, 8.0, and 10.0, and two inlet-air temperatures. Operation

I
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at these conditions with lean mixtures is desirable from consider-
ation of specific fuel consumption but may be impractical because
the limit of knock-free power obtainable with current grade 100/130
fuels is often below that necessary for high-powered cruise opera-
tion-. The use of fuels of higher knock rating is one way to take
advantage of the gain in economy at increased compression ratio and
maximum-economy spark setting and still maintain required cruise
pourer levels.

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

Test setup. - The investigation was conducted on a full-scale
R-2600-13 front-roar cylinder mounted on a CUE crankcase. Figures 1
and 2 show the instrumentation and general setup of test-engine
equipment. Fuel flow was measured by a calibrated rotameter.
Standard flight.baffles were used and the cylinder-head temperature
was measured by an iron-cor_stantan thermocouple in the head one-
fourth inch below the rear spark-plug bushing and one-half inch
from the combustion chamber. Coo ling-air and oil-in temperatures
were controlled by heat exchangers.

The compression ratio was varied by changing the position of
the cylinder through the use of different spacers under the cylinder
flange and thils controlling the clearance volume above the piston.
In order to permit variations up to the highest compression ratios,
a special piston with a high crown was used in all tests. Comparison
Of tLnreported tests at similar operating conditions using the special
piston and the standard piston revealed that the use of the special
piston had no effect on the knock limit of 28-R fuel.

Knock was detected by a magnetostriction-type pickup unit that
indicated on a cathode-ray oscillograph.

Conditions and procedure. - Engine conditions maintained con-
stant were:

Engine speed, rpm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2100±10
Cylinder-head temperature, °F . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 450A5
Cooling-air-temperature,° F . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90±15
01-1-in  temperature, °F . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 	 185±5
Exhaust pressure, in. Hg absolute . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.0±0.2

Values of engine conditions varied were:
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Compression ratio . . . . . . . . .. . 6.9 1 8.0, 10.0
S2ark setting (both plugs). . . . . . . 20 6 B.T.C., maximum economy
Inlet-air temperature, OF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150, 250
Fuel-air ratio. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.050-0.120

Operation at engine speeds above 2100 rpm was included in the
original program but was omitted when a study of the valve action at
Varying engine speeds revealed buckling and bouncing in the intake-
and exhaust-valve actuating systems to the extent that data at the
higher speeds were unreliable.

Operation at reduced exhaust pressure was necessary to avoid
the critical knock range in which the inlet ; pressure is near or
equal to the exhaust pressure (reference 14); therefore, an exhaust
pressure of 10 inches of mercury absolute (approximately standard
pressure at an altitude of 27,500 ft) was used. The inlet-air
pressure entered the critical knock range when the engine was
operating at a compression ratio of 10.0 and at maximum-ecoizomy
spark setting.

Normal spark setting for the R-2600-13 engine is 20 0 B.T.C. for
both plugs. Maximum-economy spark setting was obtained by adjusting
the spark advance at each datum point so that the maximum rate of
pressure rise in the combustion chamber, as indicated by the
magnetostriction-type pickup unit, was timed at a crank angle of
30 A.T.C. (See reference 15.)

Fuels. - The fuel blends used and the operating conditions at
which they were tested are presented in the following table. Per-
f ormance numbers listed are F-3 and F-4 ratings obtained from
reference 2; ratings above a performance number of 161 are extra-
polated values.
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+Perform-j I Compression ratio
Fuel	 lance I Spark 6.0	 ,	 8.0	 10.0
(1)	 Inumber setting

!	
airtemperaturo

F-3/F-4

+ `Inlet-
(

0
 F)

200 B.T.C. 150 150	 I 150

28, R 100i /130
Maximum

250
150

250	 j
150	 J

250
150

economy 250 250	 I 250
20 -percent trirtane 200 B.T.C. 150 150 150
80-percent 26-R 109/147 250 250 250
4:.r,  ml 'M/gal Maximum 150 1_50 150

economy 250 250 250

3-percent r.,,^lidines
97- percent 26-R 100/150 1

201) B.T.C. 150
250

150
250

150
250

6.0 ml TEL/gal Maximum 150 150 150

l economy 250 250 250
40-percent triptane
60-percent 28-R 1116/179

2Co B.T.C. -	 -----
f	 250

150
!	 250

150
250

4.6 ml TEL/gal
60-percent triptane 1200 B.T.C. ------ 150
40-percent 26-R 133220 -------! 250 1250
,1.6 ml T1!:L/Cal ! ! j
80-percent triptane 200 B.T.C. -------;------- ------
20-percent 28-R ^1451300 I------- -------^ 250
4.6 ml =gal
Triptano	 I--------1200 B.T.C-	 ------- ------ 150

G4.	 ul TEL/Cal; -^I	 i-------; ----- 250

'All fuel blends were made on a percentage volume basis.

RESULTS AND DISCT.JSSION

Indicated Performance

Knock-limited indicated mean effective pressure. - Tho knock-
limited performiance data at compression ratios of 6.9, 8.0, and 10.0
are presented in figures 3 to 5. Each figure is comprised of the
data obtained at inlet-air temperatures of 150 0 and 2500 F with
spark settings of 200 B.T.C. and maximum economy.

It was noted that mixture-tonnerature variation was a function
of fuel-air ratio alone at a given- inlet-air temperature (fig. 6).
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The average mixture temperature observed is plotted against fuel-
air ratio for the two inlet-air temperatures.

The data were obtained at a relatively low engine speed and
with altitude exhaust; they are therefore particularly suitable to
show the characteristics of the fuels at cruise conditions. The
analyses of the data at lean mixtures will be stressed because,
when operating at a given knock-limited power level, it is more
economical to keep the mixture lean than to raise the compression
ratio and have to enrich the mixture for knock-free operation. This
condition exists because the necessary mixture enrichment increases
the specific fuel consumption more than it is lowered by raising the
compression ratio. The mock-limited indicated mean effective pres-
sure of each of the fuels at a fuel-air ratio of 0.065 and the per-
centage increase of knock-limited performance relative to that
obtainable with 28-R fuel at the same operating conditions are
listed in table I. At a fuel-air ratio of 0.065, the 20-percent
triptane blend responded with increases in knock-limited indicated
power ranging from 4 to 28 percent over that obtainable with 23-R
and the 3-percent xylidines blend gave increases of -4 to 37 percent.
In ooneral, the knock-limited performance of the xylidines blend
was affected more by changes in severity of engine-operating con-
ditions than the 20-percent triptano blond; and relative to 28-R fuel,
the :_-nook-limited poiformanco of both blcnds became less favorable
as the severity of engine operating conditions was raised by increases
in compression raci o, inlet-air tomocrature j and spark setting. The
40 - 1 60-, 80-, and 100-percent triptano blonds were tested only at
normal spark setting but the same trend was observed for those blends.
Exceptions to the general trends did occur, especially whon the
compression ratio was raised from 6.9 to B.O.

The maximum increase of knock-limited performance at a fuel-air
ratio of 0.065 relative to that obtainable with 26-R fuel was
78 percent, which was obtainod with 100-percent triptano at a com-
pression ratio of 10.0 and an inlet-air temperature of 150 0 F. This
value would probably have been exceeded if 100-percent triptano had
boon knock-tested at a lower compression ratio. Limited laboratory
cooling-air supply and high cylinder pressures made knock-limited
tests at compression ratios of 6.9 and 8.0 impossible with the fuel
blends containing high percentages of triptano.

Ind icated specific fool consumption. - Data showing indicated
specific fuel consumption at an inlet-air temperature of 150 0 F in
figures 3 to 5 have been plotted to a larger scale in figure 7. This
figure shows that fuel consumption is reduced as compression ratio is
increased and as maximum-economy spark setting is used. Table II
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presents the percentage decrease of indicated specific fuel consump-
tion at increased compression ratios and maximum-economy spark
setting for three lean fuel-air ratios relative to that of a com-
pression ratio of 6.9 and normal spark setting. These values show
that indicated specific fuel consumption decreased approximately
17 percent at a compression ratio of 10.0 and maximum-economy spark
setting, as compared to specific fuel consumption at a compression
ratio of 6.9 and normal spark setting. Operation at lower fuel-air
ratios shows an advantage over a fuel-air ratio of 0.065 because
the reference curve rises slightly at the leaner fuel-air mixtures
whereas the other curves remain approximately flat or continue to
drou.

The fuel consumption in the lean region_ was slightly lower at
an inlet-air temperature of 150 0 F than at an inlet-air temperature
of 2500 F (figs. 3, 4, and 5). The percentage change of fuel con-
sumption with changes of compression ratio and spark setting compared
to that of a compression ratio of 6.9 and normal spark setting was
essentially the same for the two inlet-air temperatures as shown in
table II.

In order to determine whether the experimental fuel-consumption
data corresponded to th, theoretical trends ex pected with variation
in compression ratio, the experimental fuel-consumption data at a
fuel-air ratio of 0.060 were converted to indicated thermal efficiency,
cross-plotted against compression ratio, and compared to two
theoretical-efficiency curves (fig. 7). The theoretical-efficiency
curves used were those calculated from the expression for the air-
cycle thermal efficiency of the Otto cycle and that obtained by using
the Hottel combustion charts at a fuel-air ratio of 0.0605 (refer-
ence 16). The thermal-efficiency values of the experimental data
are lower than those of the theoretical-efficiency curves but the
slopes of the curves are similar.

Use of Triptane with 2S-R Fuel to Improve Fuel Economy

Tables I and II present indicated performance results but a more
practical picture of the value of triptane can be obtained from its
effect on the brake performance. Supercharger power requirements are
taken into account when the data are analyzed on a brake basis. The
method of converting the data to a brake basis is shown in the
appendix.

A practical evaluation of the use of triptane can be presented
by showing 1ho manner in which it can be used to offset the reduction
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in lrnock-limited power that occurs when the compression ratio is
increased or the spark setting is advanced beyond that normally used.
In figure 8 the percentage of triptane required with 28-R fuel in
order to maintain the knock-limited power output of 28-R at a fuel-
air ratio of 0.065 and a compression ratio of 6.9 is . plotted against
compression ratio. The curves are for the normal spark setting at
inlet-air temperatures of 1500 and 2500 F. In order to show the
effect of the reduced supercharger requirements caused by lowered
specific air consumption at increased compression ratios, indicated
and brake performance curves are shown.

At an inlet-air temperature of 150 0 F, normal spark advance, and
a fuel-air ratio of 0.065, 55-percent triptane blended with 28-R fuel
was required at a compression ratio of 10.0 to maintain the knock-
limited power obtained with 28-R fuel at a compression ratio of 6.9
on the brake basis; the accompanying decrease in brake specific fuel
consumption at this Thigh compression ratio was 17.5 percent (fig. 8).
Comparison on the basis of knock-limited indicated power shows that
65-percent triptane was required with an accompanying 12.5 percent
decrease of indicated specific fuel consumption. Approximately
similar results were noted at an inlet-air temperature of 250 0 F.

The increasing slopes of the triptane-requirement curves of
figure 8 and the greater triptane requirement at the higher inlet-
air temperature indicates that triptane blended with 28-R becomes
less effective as the severity of engine operating conditions
increases.

In order to show a more complete picture of the test results,
figure 9 shows cross-plotted triptane-requirement and specific-fuel-
consumption curves similar to those of figure 8 except that several
power levels are included as parameters. Maximum-economy spark data
at a fuel-air ratio of 0.060 are also presented. Curvee of brake
specific fuel consumption are presented for only two representative
power levels at each inlet-air temperature.

It was concl •.zded that for concentrations up through at least
20 percent, triptane can be more efficiently used to maintain constant
knock-limited power at normal rather than at maximum-economy spark
setting over the range of the compression ratios tested (fig. 10).
Cross-plotted from figure 9, figure 10 shows the brake specific fuel
consumption obtained at the two spark_ settings and two knock-limited
power levels for each inlet-air temperature with variable compression
ratio plotted against percentage triptane required for operation at
the knock limit. Because the curves for normal spark setting are
below those for maximum-economy spark setting, the foregoing conclusion
was made.

f`

II

I
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SUBNAPY OF RESULTS

From an investigation of the triptane, triptane and xylidines
blends with 28-R fuel, and 29-R fuel atone at various compression
ratios, spark settings, and inlet-air temperatures the following
results were obtained:

1. At a fe=el-air ratio of 0.065, 20-percent triptane blended
with 28-R fuel gave increases in knock-limited indicated power
ranging from 4 to 28 percent relative to 26-R fuel; and 3-percent
xylidines blended with 2SA fuel gave increases of indicated per-
f or f^^ar_ce ranging from -4 to 37 percent.

2. The maximum observed increase of 'mock-limited indicated
power relative to 280 fuel at a fuel-air ratio of 0.065 was
78 percent. This increase was obtained with 100-percent triptane
at a compression ratio of 10.0 and an inlet-air temperature of
1500 F. This value would probably have been exceeded if 100-percent
triptane had been knock-tested at a lower compression ratio.

3. In general, the knock-limited performance of the xylidines
blend was affected more by changes in severity of engine operating
conditions than the 20-percent triptane blend and relative to
28-R fuel, the knock-limited performance of both blends was less
favorable as the severity of engine operating conditions was raised
by increases in compression ratio, inlet-air temperature, and spark
setting.

4. Indicated specific fuel consumption at lean mixtures was
decreased approximately 17 percent at a compression ratio of 10.0
and maximum-economy spark setting, as compared to that obtained
with a comprossior_ ratio of 6.9 and norna.l spark setting.

5. When compression ratio was increased from 6.9 to 10.0, at
an inlet-air temperature of 150 0 F, normal spark setting, and a
fuel-air ratio of 0.065, 55-percont tri ptano was required with
23-1 fuel to maintain the knock-limited brake power level cbtained
with 28-R fuel at a compression_ ratio of 6.9. Brake specific
fuel consumption was decreased 17.5 percent at a compression ratio
of 10.0 relative to that obtained at a compression ratio of 6.9.
Approximately similar results wore noted at an inlet-air tempera-
ture of 2500 F.

S. For concentrations up through at least 20 percent, triptane
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can be more efficiently used at normal than at maximum-economy spark.
setting; to maintain a constant knock-limited poorer output over the
range of compression ratios -tested.

Aircraft amine Research Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Cleveland, Ohio.
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APPENDIX - CALCULATION OF BRAD MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE

In order to improve the utility of the data presented, the
brake mean effective pressure and brake specific fuel consumption
were calculated for all data. Estimations of cooling air and
intercooler drag are too dependent upon the design of the systems
to be useful and were not included. Operation of an R-2600 engine
at an altitude of 27,5000feet were assumed because it corresponds
to the test conditions.

The basic equation for relating the brake and indicated powers
of an engine is:

imep = bmep + finep + pmep + smep

or

bmep = imep - finep - pmep - smep 	 (1)

where

bmep brake mean effective pressure, lb/sq in.

imep indicated mean effective pressure, lb/sq in.

finep friction mean effective pressure, lb /sq in.

pmep pumping mean effective pressure, lb/sq in.

smep supercharger mean effective pressure, lb/sq in.

The value of friction mean effective pressure was obtained by
plotting combustion-air flow against brake mean effective pressure
for an E-2600 full-scale engine at a speed of 2100 rpm (reference 17)
and extrapolating the data to zero air flow. The intercept at zero
air flow was used as the friction meat. effective pressure.

imep = 20 lb/sq in.

The following equation was used to determine pumping mean
effective pressure

pmep = -0.1 (Pi — Pe )	 (2)
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where

	P i 	inlet-manifold pressure, in. Eg absolute

Pe exhaust-manifold pressure, in. Eg absolute

This empirical equation for pumping mean effective pressure was deter-
mined by plotting the motoring, mean effective pressure obtained while
running the engine with the dynamometer against P i . If pumping power
is assumed to be zero at the point where P i = Pe , the slope of the
curve equals the variation of pumping mean effective pressure with
(Pi - Pe ) because Pe is a constant. The slope showed that an
increase of inlet-manifold pressure of 1 inch of mercury absolute was
equal to a change of -0.1 pound per square inch of mean effective
pressure; therefore, poop = -0.1 (P i - Pe ) .

In calculations of the supercharger mean effective pressure, a
variable-speed supercharger with constant adiabatic efficiency is
assumed. Inlet pressure to the supercharger is assumed equal to the
exhaust pressure used in the test. The equation used to calculate the
supercharger work (reference 16) is

` 7^1 -
I,	 7

GnT
W= J -t— t P 1 ;	 - 1	 (3)

-'Pe1	 -

where

	

W	 compression work per unit weight of air, ft lbs/lb of air

	

J	 mechanical equivalent of heat, 778 ft-lb/Btu

CP specific heat at constant pressure, 0.24 Btu/lb OF

	

T	 temperature of air entering compressor, 4200 R (ambient-air
temperature at 27,500 ft altitude)

	

A	 adiabatic compressor efficiency, assumed 70 percent
Cp

	

7	 ratio of the specific heats C , 1.40
v

For air flow this equation then becomes

7-1

MJGpT 	 Pi'
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where

shp supercharger horsepower

M	 • air flow, lb min

Bec^.:a:^e

mep = Clip	 (5)

where

C	 constant for any one engine at one speed, 2.03 for the
R-2600-13 engine at 2100 rpm

then
^-	 y-1 -I

	

NIJC T	 (P . y

	

smep = C ;3 CCC	 ' Pe /1 '	 – 1^	 (6 )

By substitution of equations (2) and (6) and the value of
friction nean effective pressure in equation. (1), it becomes

C	 ^	 . ',
bnep = i mep – C 

MJ IT	 i P1 i y – 1 – 20 + 0.1 (P – P )	 (7)

	

.!)3 1 000  r^ '^Pe I	 J	
i	 e

Indicated specific fuel consumption was multiplied by the
ratio of indicated mean effective pressure to brake mean effective
pressure to obtain brake specifio fuel consumption_.
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TABLE I

I0T1OCK-LI1,IITFD TIMFORMANCE OF TRIPTANE AND XYLIDINES

BLEIIDS WITH 28-R FUEL AT A FUEL-AIR RATIO OF 0.065

[Upper numbers, Imook-limited imep; lower
numbers, percentage increase relative
to 28-R fuel]

Compression ratio
Spark 6. S	 i	 8.0	 ;	 10.0	 i

Fuel setting	 iInlct -air temperature	 F
r 150 250 ; 150 250 150 

`i20o B.T.C.1 26612101220 1' 1811172 1 114:

Maximum 260 i l,'6 1 1-861l-571146 i	 6123 -R
leconomy

2 ?- ^crcont t:i ptane, 20" B.T.C.( 317 124911273 1206 215 121
80-1?ercent 28-R + 191 191 241	 15	 24 6
4.6 ral TEL gal Ma.J imura	 i 298

i	 1
20112 38152 1 152 ( 69

economy	 !, 1 15 14 2 ,31	 i.1 1 13
3-percent x-ylidines 1200 B.T. C. j 364:1 225 296 2101158 112
97 -.)ercent 26-R 37, 7 35	 16 i S -2
6.0 nil TEL/gaI Maxim'= 321 173 , 253 ;131 144 63

eronony 24 '	 2 1	 3G -4 -1 3

,10-0-peg°cent triptar e 200 B.T.C. ---- ; 312 '526 2401231 141
60-percent 28-R

i
---	 491 4S 331 34 24

4. 1,33 ml TEL/gal
60-percent triptanei20 0 B.T.C.' ----- 1--- 25112.59 158
40-percent 26-R y-- 

--	 ---
---I 61 51 39

.".G m1 TEL/Gal
30-;percent triptane 120 0 B.T.C. ---	 --_ ;	 --	 --- ;

1
(a) I

166
20-percent 23-R
^ .6 ml TEL	 al

,---- j--- --	 ... 46

Triptarc	 ;200 B.T.C.	 306
4.. S _-al TEL/gal	 -- - ,--- - - ;	 --	 78

1194
(	 70	 i

aThe 80-percent blend was not riui at this condition, because
its -aerformance could be apliroxisated from the data of the
60-percent and 100-percent blends.
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TABLE II

PERCENTAGE DECREASE OF INDICATED SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION AT

VARIOUS COMPRESSION RATIOS AND SPARK SETTINGS RELATIVE TO

SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION AT A COMPRESSION RATIO

OF 6.9 AND NORMAL SPARK SETTING

Impression; Spark	 Fuel-air ratio
ratio	 setting) 0.055 ; 0.060 ; 0.065

Inlet-air temperature, 1500 F

6.9 1 Maximum	 6.8	 4.6
economy

I	 2.5

3.0	 1200 B.T.C.	 6.3	 1	 5.9 5.3
Maximum
economy

11.4 9.2 7.4

10.0 1200 B.T.C.	 13.9	 13.3 12.7

(
Maximum	 16.9	 ! 15.8
economy

114.5

Inlet-air temperature, 2500 F

6.9 Maximum	 i	 5.3
economy

2.6 1.0

8.0 200 B.T.C. 4.8 4.5 4.1
Maximum
e conouT

9.9 7.9 5.3

10.0 i 200 B.T.C.	 12.4 11.8 11.4
Maximum	 J 16.5
economy	 I

15.9
f

15.0

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE
FOR AERONAUTICS
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r	 Figure I	 - Arrangement of apparatus for the R-2600-13 ful (-
scale single-cylinder test setup.
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Fig. 2

u.,ta

Figure 2. - Surge tank and fuel-vaporization tank for
R-2600-13 full-scale single-cylinder test setup.
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Figure 3. - Snock-1lmited performance of fuel blends tested at a compression ratio of 6.9 in
R-2600-13 single cylinder at 20 0 B.T.C. and maximum-economy spark settings. Engine speed,
2100 rpm; cylinder-head temperature. 450 0 F; exhaust pressure, 10 inches mercury absolute.
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Figure 3. - Concluded. Knock-limited performance of fuel blends tested at a compression ratio

of 6.9 In R-2600-13 single cylinder at 20 0 B.T.C. and maximum-economy spark settings. Engine
sped, 2100 r pm; cylinder-head temperature, 4500 F; exhaust pressure, 10 inches mercury
absolute.
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Firre 4. - knock-limited performance of fuel blends tested at a compression ratio of B.0 in
R-2600-13 single cylinder at 20 0 B.T.C. and maximum-economy spark settings. Engine speed,
2100 rpm; cylinder-head temperature, 450 0 F; exhaust pressure, 10 inches mercury absolute.
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Figure 4. - Concluded. Knock-limited performance of the fuel blends tested at a compression
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Engine speed, 2100 rpm; cylinder-head temperature, 450 0 F; exhaust pressure, 10 inches
mercury absolute.
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